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time, along with the presence of the British minority in the
Lower Province, to secure the predominance of British
institutions. In his insular self-confidence he believed that
the superiority of Anglo-Saxon ways and methods was so
self-evident that it needed but due opportunity for its
trumpet-call, and the walls of French Nationalism and
language would come crumbling down from their sheer
insufficiency. The new creed of Nationalism was soon to
give forth a gospel very different from the imaginations of
Liberals of the type and temper of Lord Durham.
What would have been the result of a real union, such as
that advocated by Lord Durham, it is impossible to say,
because such a union was never attempted. In its stead
the two divisions of the Province were treated as separate
entities, each having under the Act of Union of 1840 an
equal number of members. At first the grievance was on
the side of the French; but, as the population of Upper
Canada grew by leaps and bounds, the burden was shifted
on the other shoulder; till at the time of the British North
America Act a majority of some 400,000 Canadians in the
upper division had only the same representation as the
population of the lower division. In other ways the Union
only served to emphasize racial distinctions. The French-
Canadians believed, and a perusal of Lord Durham's Report
might justify them in that belief, that the Act of Union was
intended as a blow to their separate nationality, and there-
fore sought by all possible means to prevent the blow
taking effect. It must be remembered that in Lower
Canada union was not the deliberate choice of a free
people, but was superimposed on the people by a special
council nominated by an autocracy. The French-Canadians
had therefore no affection or respect for the system intro-
duced. At the same time the majority were wise enough
to see that their interests lay not in standing aloof from
the new system, as the extremists advised, but in moulding
that system to their interests. If the intention was to

